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Today’s web users do not necessarily have the time or the desire to trawl through the plethora of sites offering similar services or products. That said, many appreciate the customisation and personalisation of offers. Technologies now exist that can push such targeted content by matching recent online activities using sources such as cookies, trackers or user profiles. This approach is also in the commercial interest of the sites and services whose content is being pushed, as well as creating a million dollar business for companies offering personal data of potential customers.

The possibility of recuperating data available in the public domain (using so-called “open source intelligence” or OSINT techniques) means that businesses have a powerful tool enabling them to assess consumer product perceptions and purchase behaviours, track public opinions and consumer trends or measure customer loyalty whilst, at the same time, delivering content that matches people’s (presumed) browsing and buying preferences. Of course not only private companies use such techniques. Governments and law enforcement agencies, for instance, also employ them to offer better services to their citizens as well as ensure their safety.

In this way, consumers – and the internet-using public more generally – become part of a “data-veillance ecosystem” and acquire “online data doubles” of themselves with which companies and governments try to predict with increasing accuracy the intentions and behaviours of the “real self” in order to sell their products, facilitate their administration or ensure a society’s security. Internet users thus enter into a trade-off between using (often free) services from search engines to mobile games in the understanding that they pay for them with their personal data.

However, since the Snowden revelations internet users have become much wiser to this approach and the potential security and privacy pitfalls these practices harbour, which raises the question whether this increased awareness also has consequences for the acceptance of users for these data collection practices and thus for the business models relying on them.

The cost of privacy

The privacy policies of platforms such as Facebook have come in for considerable criticism in recent times. This particular case, as well as the repercussions for some Twitter users of their online declarations, has confirmed that there is no such thing as total online privacy. It is also an open secret that some HR personnel perform online searches and plough through social media to see how candidates present themselves beyond their CV and cover letter.

There are various techniques internet users can adopt to protect their personal data. Not accepting cookies or changing to services that guarantee higher privacy (from search engines and email providers to proxies or Tor-like networks) is one, while being with more restraint when publishing content on social media by very consciously choosing what to present in the spirit of “impression management” is another. A further approach is supplying false data when setting up online accounts or interacting with companies.

Long gone are the days of online naivety where web users openly disclosed details about themselves and paid scant attention to cookies, trackers and privacy policies. Increased internet security awareness has doubled the pressure on businesses and public bodies to re-interpret the personal data they collect.
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When the organisations in question are state agencies or governmental organisations, as opposed to private businesses. When carried out with legal objectives (i.e., crime prevention) the activity is perceived more positively. In contrast, web users who feel their freedom of expression is threatened and/or the trustworthiness of their government is questionable regard the activity in a much dimmer light. At the same time, we found that for all users falsification of personal data is widespread – and widely accepted.

The key for businesses and state bodies is to understand how public perceptions translate into actual falsification of online personal data and the resultant obstacles this practice poses to accurate data interpretation. Interestingly, declaring the wrong gender and using an untruthful profile photo represent greater taboos than registering a pseudonym or bogus e-mail address, indicating that some information may pose greater challenges for verification than others.

Legitimising the act
Overall our study suggests that the key lies in whether data collection is seen as legitimised by its purpose – and thus in transparency regarding the act itself – how it is carried out, and why. No one likes being caught out by fine print, so burying terms and conditions deep within an online policy statement will only irritate “internauts” and increases the chances of them providing false information or opting out altogether. Even worse are the instances in which problematic data collection practices are made public by third parties. Not only do they undermine the trust of the user community, but they also deter new users from joining.

Technical solutions exist for businesses that, in full awareness of the rising trend for data falsification, need to sort through the information collected with an even finer tooth comb. It has become quite common, for instance, to allow sign-up for a service only through a known account such as Facebook or to offer special benefits (discounts, gifts, etc) exclusively to users who sign in through such a known account. This exploits the possibility to map the social graph of web users across various online networks and perform classification and association mining. Further methods are trust score computational models and validity pattern mining. Yet, all these meth-
"Our research illustrates that not only are web users becoming more sophisticated in protecting their privacy, but that site and service providers must also become more skilled in interpreting the data that they collect."
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